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All model cars illustrated in these rules are produced by and copyright of various manufacturers and their use is not intended as a challenge to the owner’s rights and are used without permission. A list of all of the manufacturers of the vehicles shown in the illustrations is given at the end of this book. The track shown is scratch-built by the author.
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M2: Miniature Motorsport is exclusively available from Furidion Games. Please don’t host these rules elsewhere. Send your friends to the source - our URL is shown below.
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What Sort of Miniatures Game is This? OK, you say. Miniatures games are about combat. With weapons and protective gear your little warriors battle it out by shooting and clubbing each other to death. Yes? Not necessarily! Welcome to M2, where you can play a miniatures game where the combat is done with speed and driving skill! This game simulates the fast paced, adrenaline-charged world of motor racing. Beware, though - this is not a simulation. You won’t find details of engine capacities, types of suspension or tyre choices. But it is a fast and fun game which is easily suitable for multiple players. In fact, it is best that way!



p a close encounter on a tight corner. red car by Hot Works Racing Factory, blue car is by Hot Wheels



Representative Scales Just like any other miniatures game, there are a number of scales that represent quantities in the ‘real’ world. In the case of M2, these are: Model Scale: Each model car represents just the one ‘real’ vehicle. It is assumed to have a driver, and a model does not need to be supplied to represent the driver when he is out of the vehicle. Models should be in the 1:72nd to 1:64th scale range, which corresponds to most of the regular ‘toy cars’ commonly available in supermarkets. They are very easy to obtain. M2: Miniature Motorsport is Copyright © Damian Brymora 2005-2010. All Rights Reserved
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Ground Scale: We are not particularly concerned with distances in the game. Instead we concern ourselves more with how fast each vehicle is travelling. The speed is far more important than the distance that is covered (at least as far as the rules are concerned). We assume that 1” of distance measured on the table corresponds with 10 kilometres per hour of speed. If you prefer to use miles per hour, you can simply call each inch 10 miles per hour or do some kind of conversion. The difference between the two is insignificant in game terms as long as they aren’t used together. Time Scale: Time in M2 refers only to how long it takes a car to complete a turn’s movement, and, ultimately, a lap. Optional (but simple) rules are provided for players who wish to record lap times to four decimal places.



Stuff You’ll Need 1. A set of cars, normally between two and six of them. These are easily and cheaply available from anywhere that sells toys. For less than $15 to $20 you can have all the miniatures you will ever need, fully painted and all. All you will need to do is drop some glue (or a small ball of postertack) behind each wheel to stop them from turning. If you don’t like the idea of doing this, just think about how well the things roll when the table is bumped(!). Not to mention how well they stay in place on slopes... Think of them as playing pieces and not as toys and you’ll be fine with it. 2. A track. This is best if it at least fills a 6’ x 4’ (1800 x 1200mm) table surface, but there is no upper limit to its dimensions. The longer the straights on your track, the more often cars will reach their top speeds. You can add extra terrain for decoration if you like, but none of it is required to enjoy a game. It is visually satisfying, though! 3. A set of dice: in this game you will need twelve sided (for most rolling) and six sided dice (for damage penalties and recording speed). No other types of dice are required to play M2. 4. A tape measure and/or a ruler marked in inches. 5. Pencils, paper and a copy of this ruleset, preferably one per player.



The Vehicle Each car in the game is a separate playing piece, with its own capabilities. Each car normally has one player attached to it, to roll dice for it and control its movement. To describe the vehicle’s capabilities (and those of its driver) we assign the vehicle a number of Attributes. Each of these tells us a bit about how the car performs under race conditions.



cars leave the pits to re-enter the race. all models in this image are by Hot Wheels u
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t an example of our M2 vehicle record cards. These are the right size to slide into a card sleeve and mark with a non-permanent marker when recording damage. The cards are downloadable from the furidion games website (http://furidion.com)



Engine (E) This tells us how big the engine is, and is more to give us a feel for the car than anything else. A bigger engine delivers more power, and therefore greater acceleration. The size of the engine represents the engine’s ability to provide power to the car, and does not necessarily indicate the engine’s physical size, though of course it may. Engine is a rating between 2 (low powered) and 25 (biggest engine available). It has to be higher than the vehicle’s Body rating or the vehicle will not be able to move at all. Body (B) The size, weight and structural integrity of the vehicle, including that of its engine. Note that this attribute, along with Engine, contributes to the vehicle’s Acceleration. Each vehicle’s record card has a number of boxes on it. Players will need to black out all the boxes that are not used by that vehicle. So, for example, if the vehicle has a B of 7, you will need to black out the last 17 boxes (24 boxes - 7 boxes needed for that vehicle). Mark the halfway point with a small circle or dot in the middle body box (rounded up) on the card. In our example, this would be four boxes in (7 ÷ 2 rounded up = 4). M2: Miniature Motorsport is Copyright © Damian Brymora 2005-2010. All Rights Reserved
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u the method we use for recording current speed. simply adjust the score on the dice by braking or accelerating as described in the rules. you could put the dice next to the model or on its data card; on the card is preferred as the alternative can ruin the visual effect of the models. here some fool is entering a corner at 120km/h. car by Hot Wheels



Body is a value between 1 (weakest but lightest) and 24 (toughest but heaviest). Acceleration (A) This is determined by subtracting the vehicle’s B value from its E value. More than anything this illustrates the importance of the power-to-weight ratio... Minimum acceleration possible is 1 (golf buggy), and the maximum is 24 (powerful open-wheeler). Cornering (C) A vehicle’s Cornering value is an indication of how quickly and easily the vehicle can be turned or driven through other manoeuvres. It is a value from 1 to 10, with 10 being the best, and 1 being the worst. Brakes (Br) Brakes show how quickly the vehicle can slow down. The value of this attribute represents the quality of the vehicle’s braking system. The worst quality brakes have a value of 1 and the best have a value of 10. Top Speed There is no calculated vehicle top speed in M2. It is assumed that all vehicles are sufficiently fast enough to participate in the races they take part in. At any rate, most tabletop racetracks won’t permit speeds much higher than 16” (160km/h) most of the time unless the table is larger than 6’ x 4’. Instead we cap vehicle speeds at 30” (300km/h). Some special rules may modify this. Race Value (RV) The Race Value of each car is a bit like a class that vehicles can compete in. Vehicles in the low RV range are no match for high RV vehicles, so races should be designed for vehicles of approximately the same RV. To work out the vehicle’s RV, simply add up the values of its Acceleration, Cornering and Brakes attributes using the below formula:







Race Value =



2 x Cornering + Braking + 2 x Acceleration + Body
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Before playing, setting a maximum RV for a game ensures that all players know where they stand in the race to come. If there is no RV limit set, the race is called an Open Competition in which players can enter any vehicle they wish.
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The Track The track does not need to have a uniform surface along its entire length, or indeed its entire width! To simulate the different varieties of surface that can be encountered during a race, we use five different ‘catch-all’ classes. They have to be clearly represented on the track so that players know exactly where they are. Smooth Sealed Whether made from concrete or asphalt (or something else that is equivalent) the Smooth Sealed track is excellent for speed in dry conditions but becomes quite slippery when it is wet. This is the default in games of M2 if nothing else is specified. Rough Sealed Rough Sealed surfaces are almost as good as Smooth Sealed surfaces in the dry, but they provide better traction in the wet, as water sitting on its surface cannot form a distinct layer unless it is quite deep. Deeper water is outside of the scope of the basic M2 rules.



t care must be taken on entering and leaving corners lest you end up spun out like this unfortunate (or accelerator happy) fellow... model is by Hot Wheels



Smooth Unsealed These represent dirt tracks and other unsealed roads that are well kept and often graded. They exhibit little or no erosion. Rough Unsealed As Smooth Unsealed, but not as well kept. These tracks are often very bumpy and have some erosion, causing the vehicle to frequently vibrate as it drives over the rills in the surface. Off-track Areas The off-track areas at many permanent racetracks will contain generally smooth areas of grass or similar, and often contain gravel traps to slow out of control vehicles and reduce damage. Normal off-track areas of the board will cause a vehicle 1 point of damage to their body for every turn they have at least one wheel off the track. In addition, if a vehicle leaves an off-track area and crosses into another one in the same turn it will take another point of damage for the second departure from the track, and so on. M2: Miniature Motorsport is Copyright © Damian Brymora 2005-2010. All Rights Reserved
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u every track should have a starting grid marked. the starting grid indicates the position of each car at race start. pole position is the most forward spot and each position is half a car length from the one in front and to its side. the model leaving the pits is by Hot Wheels



Gravel Traps Gravel traps must be clearly marked or modelled onto the game board. If a vehicle enters a gravel trap every inch spent in it counts as two inches of movement. The vehicle will also halve any damage that it takes in the gravel trap, rounded up. Off-Road This includes all parts of the games table not intended for vehicles to move on. If a vehicle enters Off-Road areas, they will take damage as a result. We will discuss this aspect of the game a little later on.



Starting the Race The race begins on a Starting Grid which should be marked out on the track. Each car should be separated into at least two columns, and each position separated by no more than one half a car length from the position ahead of it. See the photo above for how we laid ours out. Each player rolls a d12. The highest score gains pole position, and the lowest is placed last in the grid. The other players position their cars in between them according to their die rolls (highest to lowest). The player with pole position takes first turn. Alternate Method for Position Alternatively, players may each run a single ‘qualifying’ lap to determine position. The fastest around the circuit gets pole position, the next fastest, second place, and so on. In the case of a tie either run extra qualifying laps for the tied cars or simply roll dice as above to determine where those cars will begin on the grid (highest roll must be ahead of the lowest roll). This system is closer to reality but takes much longer to work out. It can be quite enjoyable, however, with many of the risks of the real thing - like crashing in the qualifying race, and bragging rights from good lap times... False Starts







Not every car on the grid will reliably start the race. Sometimes something goes wrong and the car doesn’t get moving as its team would like! Roll 1d12 for every car’s first move off the grid. On a roll of 2, the car has a slow start and loses 1d6” worth of movement for that move only.
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On a roll of 1, something has gone very wrong and the car remains stationary on the line. It must test to start again next turn. Any other score has the car starting normally.
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t even a gentle curve like this requires a manoeuvre check. Such a corner should be doddle however, even at reasonably high speeds, as in this example. ending up on your roof, however, usually indicates that you took the corner too quickly... model by Hot Wheels



Turn Order The player in first place always goes first in every turn, regardless of who it is and where they started in the grid. If a player loses position due to someone passing them, they also drop a place in the turn order. Play continues in this way every turn. The player in last place will have to work hard to move up through the queue in front of them.



Movement At the start of the turn, the player controlling the vehicle must declare the vehicle’s current speed for the coming turn. This speed may be modified as the rules allow, and the player’s opponents should be informed of this. Once declared, the vehicle must complete the full number of inches stated by the player in that turn. Movement is always measured from the rear of the car. You must place your ruler along the car’s side in order to ensure that there are no ‘accidental’ slight changes in direction. The only changes in direction permitted are through manoeuvring. All moves must be in full inches. What this means is that at no point should a player move a car any fraction of a full inch. For the purposes of this rule only a move is defined as the distance from the start of a move to the first manoeuvre, the distance between two manoeuvres, the distance from a manoeuvre to the end of the move or the distance from the start of the move to the end of the move. Each car in its turn is moved in a dead straight line at its current speed, unless it brakes, accelerates and/or manoeuvres. If it attempts a manoeuvre (like cornering) it will need to take a Manoeuvre Check and pass it. Failure in this test could mean the vehicle crashes or is damaged in some way. Be wary of the risks... Such is motorsport! Track Restrictions Cars must attempt to stay on the track as much as possible. In most cases, leaving the track will result in vehicle damage so it does not pay to even attempt it in most cases. Tracks should have checkpoints marked on important corners or straights where corner cutting is tempting. These can be marked with orange traffic cones, painted lines or even race marshals with flags if players so desire! These corners must be passed through or the car will be instantly disqualified and Out of the Race.
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Acceleration and Braking A vehicle may accelerate by up to its Acceleration attribute every turn until it reaches the maximum speed, decides to maintain a certain speed or begins to brake. It cannot accelerate by more than the Acceleration attribute for any reason, at any time. Braking is the reverse of acceleration, allowing the vehicle to slow down by the amount shown by its Brakes attribute each turn until it stops, decides to maintain a certain speed or begins to accelerate. Just as for accelerating, no vehicle may slow down by more than its Brakes attribute for any reason. The ‘current speed’ (aka CS) for the turn is declared at the beginning of the turn. It is also assumed that any braking or accelerating is done at that point, even though it may in reality be applied throughout, or later in, the turn. CS is stated in one of two ways in the rules: CS is the vehicle’s current speed in km/h, and CS” is the current speed stated in inches for the purposes of game mechanics. Passing If a vehicle can squeeze past the vehicle ahead of it during its move, it can pass it. A vehicle needs a space the full width of the car in order to pass. If it attempts a manoeuvre at the point that it passes, it will have to test for collision if it fails the Manoeuvre Check. Collision will occur in these circumstances on the roll of 1 - 9 on a d12. A vehicle may not use any off-track area to pass. If it does it takes damage as has been described on page 7. Hills and Slopes Hills and slopes come in two varieties - Easy and Steep. Furthermore, each is divided into Uphill and Downhill slopes. When moving up or down hills and slopes, vehicles will either gain or lose speed compulsorily as shown below. This may be compensated by accelerating or braking the vehicle. The points at which hills and slopes begin and end must be clearly marked on the track somehow. • Easy Uphill slopes mean the vehicle must lose 1” of movement (10km/h) from their movement in the turn they move across them. • Steep Uphill slopes are the same, except that 3” of movement (30km/h) is lost in the turn the slope is crossed. • Easy Downhill slopes mean that the vehicle travelling on it must gain 1” of movement (10km/h) in the turn it does so. • Steep Downhill, is the same as the Easy Downhill, except that the vehicle must gain 3” (30km/h) each turn it travels on it.



Manoeuvres There are four types of manoeuvres that can be attempted in these rules. These are Easy Cornering, Hard Cornering, Extreme Cornering and Doughnuts. Note that the change of direction refers to the angle from a line drawn along the length of the vehicle (its direction of movement). Manoeuvres are always performed at the vehicle’s total speed for the turn, including the remainder of the movement it will make after the turn is made. If a vehicle leaves the games table when it fails a manoeuvre it is considered to be Out of the Race. Before any manoeuvre is attempted the vehicle must move at least 1” from either the beginning of its move or the point that the previous manoeuvre was completed.
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A vehicle may make a maximum of three manouvres during a turn. Theses can be made at any point in the move but the vehicle may not make more than one manouvre at each of these times. There must be at least 1” of movement between each manoeuvre. • Easy Cornering is where almost no effort is needed by the driver to safely take a corner at even quite high speeds. A successful Manoeuvre Check means the vehicle may change direction by up to 30°. The Difficulty is the vehicle’s CS”-5. If attempting this manoeuvre in the same M2: Miniature Motorsport is Copyright © Damian Brymora 2005-2010. All Rights Reserved



t the use of a manoeuvre stick to calculate turn angle. Align the straight edge of the template with the car’s body and turn up to the angle available. this picture shows the beginning of the no 33 car’s easy corner... you need different templates for each type of manoeuvre. for instructions for and templates of these are available on the Furidion Games website. models by Hot Wheels



t manoeuvres must be thought out carefully when an opponent is close on your tail: one mistake could have the car behind pass or crash into your rear bumper. conversely, good driving tactics will prevent and even hamper the other driver’s efforts. red car by Hot Works Racing Factory and blue car is by Hot Wheels



turn as braking or accelerating, the check is performed with an additional +1 modifier to the Difficulty. • Hard Cornering is when the driver has to plan the corner carefully in advance, and may have to slow the car down in order to make the turn safely. These turns, whilst not overly difficult, can get out of hand if done at too high a speed. A successful Manoeuvre Check means the vehicle may change direction by up to 45°. The Difficulty is equal to the CS”. If attempting this manoeuvre in the same turn as braking or accelerating, the check is performed with an additional +3 modifier to the Difficulty. • Extreme Cornering means the driver has to throw everything he’s got into performing the manoeuvre. Cornering this tightly means that even the best driver can quite easily lose control of his vehicle. A successful Manoeuvre Check means the vehicle may change direction by up to 90°. The Difficulty of this manoeuvre is equal to the CS+5”. If attempting this manoeuvre in the same turn as braking or accelerating, the check is performed with an additional +5 modifier to the Difficulty. • Doughnuts are a way for drivers to rapidly turn their car around after losing control of a corner. The only speed permitted to start a doughnut at is 0”. A successful roll means the vehicle faces in the intended direction and can move off next turn. A failed result means that the vehicle ends up pointing in a random direction, as follows: 1-3: 30˚ to the left of where it should be pointing; 4-6: 45˚ to the left; 7-9: 30˚ to the right; 10-12: 45˚ to the right. Difficulty for this kind of manoeuvre is 13. M2: Miniature Motorsport is Copyright © Damian Brymora 2005-2010. All Rights Reserved
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Manoeuvre Checks A Manoeuvre Check is made by rolling a die and adding together the following values, and scoring above or equal to the Difficulty for the manoeuvre. Failure means the vehicle has to roll on the Damage Table and may well be out of the race.



u manoeuvre check target values



Target value =



Cornering value + The score of one die ± any modifiers for the surface and/or weather conditions The surface the vehicle is on at the point of the test will affect the roll. If the vehicle is on two (or more!) different surfaces at the time, the majority one is used. If you still cannot decide, roll for it. The effects are as follows: • 



Smooth Sealed has no modifiers in the dry but +2 when wet.



• 



Rough Sealed has no modifiers in the dry either but only +1 when wet.



• 



Smooth Unsealed is +3 in the dry and +4 in the wet.



• 



Rough Unsealed is crap at the best of times. It is +4 in the dry and +5 in the wet.



Weather can also play a part. If it is windy, subtract -1 from all Driver Skill Checks. If it is raining heavily, subtract another -2. Weather is (at this stage) determined by the event organiser (normally the host of the game). It can also be determined by a quick die roll: 1- 9 is clear weather, 10 is windy, 11 is raining heavily and 12 is windy and raining heavily. Unless the weather has been otherwise set, assume that it is dry and calm. Failing Manoeuvre Checks If at some point a Manoeuvre Check is failed, an accident has occurred. Every time this happens, the driver will compensate for the mistake, with varying degrees of success. The car will slide a number of inches equal to the difference between the target difficulty for the failed manoeuvre and the score of the failed roll + modifiers for accelerating or decelerating (up to a maximum of its current speed minus any movement already used). At the end of the slide the car will end its move, any surplus current speed is lost. It will also remove that difference from its current speed for the next turn. The slide is in the direction of the intended movement, but with the current facing. Take the test before turning the model. If the car fails the manoeuvre it won’t turn as you want and will slide instead in the same direction. A vehicle that fails a Manoeuvre Check will also take a point of damage for every full 10 points the test is failed by. In addition, there is a chance of catastrophic damage as well if the manoeuvre is failed by at least 10 points: roll a d12 and add +1 for each point of damage that is taken. If a 10 or more is rolled on this check, the car has rolled, spun or flipped in such a way as to cause unrecoverable vehicle damage or otherwise which renders the car Out of the Race.



Damage and Out of Race Results Damage means that the car has had something happen which limits its performance in some way, but doesn’t stop it competing in the race. It could be a ding in the bodywork that hangs out against the road, a slightly bent axle, fluid leak, damaged spoilers, or whatever else you or the Gods of Racing decide. The rules are not specific on this, so use your imagination when recalling the race’s events.
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For each damage point the car takes, cross off one of its body boxes. When half of these (rounded up) are crossed off, the car is severely damaged but still driveable and must subtract 1d6 from every Manoeuvre Check it makes for the rest of the race. Out of the Race means just that. The car is no longer able to participate in the race due to major damage or not being able to get back on the track. The vehicle model is left where it stops, to become an obstacle for one lap. It is assumed that the wreckage is removed after this time. Have fun creating your excuse for being knocked out of the race. Remember that racing is unpredictable - anyone that regularly follows motor sport knows what I mean. M2: Miniature Motorsport is Copyright © Damian Brymora 2005-2010. All Rights Reserved



Collisions with Static Objects When a vehicle collides with something that isn’t moving, it rolls a die, and adds the difference between the manoeuvre’s difficulty and the failed Manoeuvre Check die roll + modifiers: difference



result



3 or less



no damage



between 4 and 5



1d6 damage



between 6 and 8



2d6 damage



between 9 and 10



3d6 damage



11 or more



out of race



t the static object collision table



If the object collided into was another car that happened to be stationary, the vehicle collided into tests as well, as if it were the car failing the test. Its result could be different to the other vehicle, but the odds are that it won’t. Collisions with Other Vehicles If the vehicle collides with another vehicle traveling in the same direction, subtract the slower speed from the higher before calculating damage results. Only use the difference between the two in the calculation. If the two vehicles are, however, traveling in opposite directions, add the two speeds together before doing the calculation. This kind of crash is the one most likely to lead to Out of the Race results, and in reality, serious injury or death to the drivers of the cars. However, it is unlikely to occur in most race situations.



t recording damage is as easy as using a nonpermanent marker pen (like a fine whiteboard or OHP pen) to mark off the body boxes on the record card as the car takes damage. ensure that the card is within a plastic card sleeve before you begin or use a soft pencil without a sleeve so you can erase the marks before your next race. here the car on the left has run into the car on the right after it had spun out trying to take a corner. since our player has only assigned it four body boxes the damage is going to send it out of the race. the other car may not fare much better... cars by Hot Wheels
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Lap Times When a calculation of lap times is needed (often for bragging rights!) simply add up the number of turns it takes the car to get around the circuit that you have designed. The final move across the line will only take a fraction of a move to calculate, so divide the distance to the line from the start of the move by the total move for that turn. The result should be expressed in up to four decimal points (like real lap times!). It truly pays to floor it on the home straight if you can!



Solo Games One advantage of the lap time system is that players can race their own times to improve their game play. Faster laps make for more competitive play against opponents. Consider solo games as practice laps... and practice does make perfect, or at least, almost perfect...



Comments or Suggestions? Please direct these to the Furidion Games Forum (http://furidion.com/forum). We are always checking the forum and will respond promptly to any questions or suggestions you may have! Your feedback will help us make better games for you and your friends. See you online!
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Thanks to Dennis Bourke and Peter Spencer for their tireless contributions and suggestions for the improvement of the game, and to all of those who have downloaded our little race game over the years!



Featured Model Manufacturers We use model cars from everywhere and anywhere that appeal to us, though as you can probably tell we prefer to use ones that most closely represent the sort of race vehicles that actually take part in modern motorsport. That said, you can use anything with wheels at any scale, just as long as all model vehicles used in your games are of the same scale. We do not produce any models nor do we recommend any particular brand. Choose what best suits you. We have featured two manufacturers of model cars in this book. We have absolutely no connection with them whatsoever, other than we buy a lot of their products because they suit our needs. Out of respect we reference them here. If you like what you see in our pages go to the maker’s website and get some for yourself!



Hot Wheels (Mattel Inc) Hot Wheels produces cars of all kinds. We are interested mostly in the ranges that feature the ‘traditional’ 1:64 scale die-cast toy cars...



http://www.hotwheels.com/



Hot Works Racing Factory Manufacturers of scale authentic racing vehicle models.



http://www.hotworksracing.com/die-cast/
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miniature gaming need not be violent in the traditional sense. the deadliest weapon is speed, and M2 has speed in droves. high performance motorsport pitting man and machine against other highoctane adversaries on the racetrack. think you are good enough to prevail? prove it! you may be ready for the challenge, but then again... M2: Miniature Motorsport needs one or more players and one to two hours to play. you’ll need a model track (either drawn on paper or fully constructed) a number of model cars, dice, record cards and marker pens. bring it on! for more information, visit the Furidion Website: http://furidion.com
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Rebel Minis Presents Chain Reaction 3.0 - lesitedenikko 

THE SCOURGE â€“ASUPPLEMENT FOR CHAIN REACTION 3.0 ... The Scourge has the following Attributes. ... They will only take the following reactions and are ...
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Dead walk Again 2.05 - lesitedenikko 

Dead walk Again is a simple skirmish action miniatures game where a few ...... declares a target and each figure 5cm besides it (on the right, left or behind it) will ...
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Rear Axle - Double G Motorsport 

available as a new part. Gp 4 axles with ... The Atlas is an adapted version of the 3 litre Capri axle, and is 1" wider than the English ... prevent the back of the wheel studs on the hub carrier rubbing against the new axle ... studs. Parts laid out
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Volkswagen Motorsport Presseinfo - Mondial Karting 

Page 1. Motorsport Information. ▫. ▫. Page 2. ▫. Page 3. ▫. ▫. ▫. ▫. ▫. ▫. ▫. ▫
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An Intro to Two Hour Wargames - lesitedenikko 

Capone you want to download this intro because the mechanics ..... Example â€“ Guido and Billy are â€œbeatingâ€� on ... Example â€“ Guido is in the middle of the street.
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Ford Escort Rally Preparation - Double G Motorsport 

drive your Halda from the front wheels, (rather than the speedo cable) by getting the stub ... has a spring seat 1Â½" lower as standard than the Mk I. This means that front ride ... NB: Standard Mk II track rod ends are colour coded BLACK. RS track .
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Ford Escort Rally Preparation - Double G Motorsport 

Gp 2 and 4 (Art 261 - v), so what has been written before about not doing 'this ... for strengthening a known weak spot - where the side rails and base of bulk-.
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4C System Weapons & Gear - lesitedenikko 

If the result is black the grenade fails to disrupt the affected character's Magic .... NA. Manufacturer: Widow's Weave Ltd. ... Spider's Nest Quarterly #19. Current.
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Ford Escort Rally Preparation - Double G Motorsport 

central hole large enough to accommodate the bolt on the spring top, should be .... Boreham used to locate the bottom shock absorber mount in front of the axle casing to help ... turret assembly based on the standard Capri turrets, sliding roller.
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resident evil: apocalypse â€“ the game - lesitedenikko 

movement. Human Attacks. 1. May only be made in the front 180Â°arc. 2. Ranged attacks hit first target in front (friendly or not). 3. Roll d6 on the following table, ...
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Advanced Rules: Encumbered v. 0.1 - lesitedenikko 

less able to climb buildings. Finally, some players prefer to field models with fewer weapons for aesthetical reasons. These players are now given a sensible.
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Ford Escort Rally Preparation - Double G Motorsport 

connections exposed to the elements, and if you've got children pinch some of their ... generally trouble free if kept clean and protected from clumsy spanners. Any charging ..... Override manual switch to radiator fan relay. Thermal switch to ...
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Coreheim Mordheim Mod v. 7.8 - lesitedenikko 

Whenever a warrior has a choice between attacking ... If they are armed with multiple missile weapons they must ..... Toad Tongue ...... They often answer challenges issued ... They train much harder than other ..... Although they are wild.
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A Lifetime of Knowledge and Experience goes ... - Classic Motorsport 

We accept payment by all major credit and debit cards. Cheque ..... minded people the opportunity to compare the power of .... programme involving complete ...
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A Lifetime of Knowledge and Experience goes ... - Classic Motorsport 

16. Sales Hotline: 01282 778731. Online: www.minisport.com. All prices include VAT ...... White. Red. Halo lights. Stainless Drive Lamps. Black Back Fog Lamps.
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chainsaw acid axe bat golf club hammer ... - lesitedenikko 

CHAINSAW. Big Item. Kills target on a roll of 4, 5 or 6. On an Oops roll, take a wound yourself. ACID. Small Item. Can be thrown 3 inches. On an Oops roll take.
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Chevrolet Silverado 250 Canadian Tire Motorsport Park ... - Shopify 

Chevrolet Silverado 250. Canadian Tire Motorsport Park. September 1-3, 2017. Thursday, August 31, 2017. 7:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.. Canadian Tire Motorsport Park ...
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